
Dear Ed, 	 7/28/72 
Thanks for your 7/22/4 and enclosures. 
The Freed/CRIC thing is interesting and if their work can be trusted, valuable in 

computing the amount of expendtiure that could be attributed to Bremer. Much of the rest 
is conjectural or can ba dismissed as toincidence. The money has troubled me from the first, 
as has official f-uing. 

The Bundy of the Esquire clip is,: I take it, Mac. A pertinent observation. 
The Jerry bit is over. He has sincerity of purpose, but hasn't troubled himself to 

be really familiar with the basin literature, wastes enormous amounts of time for many 
people, butts in where he shouldn't, if intending well, and it just isn!t worth it. We 
have too many problems to assume those of or caused by the arrogant if dedicated ignorant. 
If I have to become a herit to:  escape these kinds of things, I guess 	wind up regreting 
it didn't happen earlier. Thetut throat lis not healed by the cpoine of 1,'love". The breached 
trust does not become more ethical here than in Germany by proclamation of honorable pur-
pose (when there really is none) or as Jerry put it "good conscience". The manner of the 
entire thing, its futility and worse, the puerile self-justifications are too much. These 
irrationals and unthinker have done nothing but pontificate for years and now they know 
it all, thanks to nothing they did. And really they don't kno4 and they don't think. I 
will have nothing more to do with either such peksonal relationships nor such unthinking 
irresponsibility. , 

I didn't know oyes has withdrawn his book. I knew of cancellation. I think both 
Smith and Lesar read it and I suspect Bud did. But goes for the farout, and Mafia is that. 

Gervais: I started writing a book and laid aside not only because of sadden silence 
from N.O. which happened, but because of other more urgent pressures. Tentative title gives 
my first and continuing theory:"The ibuble Double-Cross." I'm getting the Vancouver Sun 
pieces, co if I asked you to try, don't bother, thanks. It has possibilities I saw in 5/67, 
when I first met him and spoke with him. Be nixed them, but it is public domain now, as 
I conceive what 1  have in mind. More than just the kind of thing that is obvious. 

I do let the internecine battles bother me out of personal feelings (my own and for 
the fools), because with honor we could work together well and accomplish more, and I sup-
pose from the bit of the Old Testament that lingers in me. I know I shouldn't. 

Rand study: how far did you go and where? I've been meaning to make a different kind 
of effort but there hasn't been time. New president local boy. 

Bremer's papers must be kept secret until the trial if his rights are to be preserved. 
I am quite curious about them but see no proper or legal alternative. I have never had 
any doubt but that he is insane. But that doesn't answer all the quwstions and may in 
itself create others. 

Interesting how in going over old stuff we see what we didn't or forgot if we did. 
The 1966 clip from Epstein in Esquire reminds me of something I should have sought long ago 
and will. 

The Watergate Caper grows more interesting and less of what the papers know is cooing 
out, which means it goes too high up. If you have old Limos going back to 1965, can you 
please send me xeroxee of Littauer & Wilkinson, 500 Fifth ave, until they end, I suspect 
1968-9 and anything on personnel, which besides aunt included a Carolyn Blakemore. I wonder 
if they sold the business and if so, new name. Inadequate'oreporting includes what was 
filed in court. Not impossible for Mardian to figure in this from his address. Conjecture 
as of now. 

Tbanks, best. 
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